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A hierarchical Bayesian framework for
multimodal active perception

João Filipe Ferreira1, Miguel Castelo-Branco2 and Jorge Dias3

Abstract
In this article, we present a hierarchical Bayesian framework for multimodal active perception, devised to be emergent,
scalable and adaptive. This framework, while not strictly neuromimetic, finds its roots in the role of the dorsal perceptual
pathway of the human brain. Its composing models build upon a common spatial configuration that is naturally fitting for
the integration of readings from multiple sensors using a Bayesian approach devised in previous work. The framework
presented in this article is shown to adequately model human-like active perception behaviours, namely by exhibiting the
following desirable properties: high-level behaviour results from low-level interaction of simpler building blocks; seamless
integration of additional inputs is allowed by the Bayesian Programming formalism; initial ‘genetic imprint’ of distribution
parameters may be changed ‘on the fly’ through parameter manipulation, thus allowing for the implementation of goal-
dependent behaviours (i.e. top-down influences).
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Introduction

Expectations regarding robotics have shifted from the
development of automatic tools to aid or even replace
humans in highly repetitive, simple, but physically
demanding tasks, to the emergence of autonomous
robots and vehicles, and finally to the development of
service and social robots fronted by complex human–
robot interfaces (HRI). Along this journey from auto-
maticity to autonomy, one of the major obstacles has
been the problem of the extraction of useful informa-
tion about the external environment from sensory read-
ings – in other words, perception.

Humans and other animals actively direct their sen-
sors to unknown and also to interesting parts of the
perceptual scene, so as to build up a mental map of the
surrounding environment. One reason for saccades (i.e.
rapid head-eye movements) is to move the senses so
that redundant evidence can be accumulated about a
scene, lowering the overall uncertainty of individual
sensor measurements and using limited-scope sensorial
resources more efficiently. In fact, although vision is
arguably the main instigator of active perception in
mammals, this process is undoubtedly multisensory. As
a remarkable example, audition is able to drive gaze
shifts towards targets outside the visual field, an ability
that has made this sense paramount for the interaction

between humans and their surroundings. Active percep-
tion has been an object of study in robotics for decades
now, specially active vision, which was first introduced
by Bajcsy (1985) and later explored by Aloimonos,
Weiss, & Bandyopadhyay (1987). Many perceptual
tasks tend to be simpler if the observer actively shifts
attention by controlling its sensors (Aloimonos et al.,
1987). Active perception is thus an intelligent data
acquisition process driven by the measured, partially
interpreted scene parameters and their errors from the
scene. The active approach has the important advan-
tage of making most ill-posed perception tasks tract-
able (Aloimonos et al., 1987).

Since humans are prevalently social beings, their
attentional system is inherently socially driven; this
becomes particularly important when considering
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human–machine interaction, where robots are expected
to engage with humans while displaying attentional
behaviours that resemble those of their interlocutors.
Even when dealing with unknown environments with no
social intent, humans use their own attentional system to
its full. For example, a random exploratory strategy
alone would not take into account potential primal dan-
gers lurking in our surroundings. In fact, human evolu-
tion has genetically imprinted as prior knowledge that
certain stimuli are a tell-tale of the proximity of preda-
tors, or are caused by competitors of our own species.
Consequently, Kopp & Gärdenfors (2002) posit that the
capacity of attention, and therefore active perception, is
a minimal criterion of intentionality for robots.

One of the most popular computational models ser-
ving as a basis for robotic implementations of visual
attention is the saliency model by Itti, Koch, & Niebur
(1998). This model has roots at least as far back as
Niebur, Itti, & Koch (1995) and its most recent devel-
opments are described in Carmi & Itti (2006). The gaze
computation process takes, as an input, the saliency
map, and returns, as an output, a point of fixation. On
the other hand, regarding the temporal dimension of
attention, a commonly used complementary model is
the Inhibition of Return (IoR) mechanism (Niebur et al.,
1995). The IoR, in simple terms, is the mechanism
where the saccade generating system in the brain avoids
fixation sites which have just been a focus of attention,
therefore preventing deadlocks and infinite loops.

Both humans and robots alike operate in a world of
sensory uncertainty. Perception has as of recently, con-
sequently and perhaps unsurprisingly, been considered
increasingly as a computational process of uncon-
scious, probabilistic inference (Knill & Pouget, 2004).
Recent advances both in statistics and artificial intelli-
gence have spurred researchers to begin to apply the
concepts of probability theory rigorously to problems
in biological perception and action (Doya, Ishii,
Pouget, & Rao, 2007; Knill & Pouget, 2004). At the
same time, researchers in the robotics community have
also begun to apply probabilistic approaches for the
development of models for artificial perception.

The perceptual process is inherently highly intricate
and complex. To deal with this challenge, it is believed
that, during evolution of the animal brain, this process
has been decomposed into simpler subtasks, carried
out by modular sites intertwined in a complex fashion,
forming a myriad of forward, lateral and feedback con-
nections. Current trends in probabilistic modelling of
perception have introduced approaches such as
Hierarchical Bayes Models, which allow for this kind of
modular decomposition of complex processes into sim-
pler models through the appropriate use of intermedi-
ate variables and independence assumptions.

It would be difficult to assume that natural cognitive
systems process their complex sensory inputs in a single
layer of computation (Colas, Diard, & Bessière, 2010;

Lee, 2011). Therefore perception can be decomposed
into subprocesses that communicate intermediate
results, which introduces the notion of modularity.

Ever since seminal work by Marr (1982) up until
more recent accounts such as Ballard (1999) and many
others on computational theories of perception, the
link between the functional organization of perceptual
sites in the brain and the underlying computational
processes has led to the notion that modularity plays a
major role in making these processes tractable. As a
matter of fact, although the interconnections between
these sites have increasingly been found to be much
more intricate than Marr believed, the notion that the
brain is organized in a modular fashion is undisputed.

Hierarchical Bayesian methods are standard and
powerful tools for analysing models and drawing infer-
ences, and have been extensively applied in statistics,
machine learning and throughout the empirical sciences
(Shiffrin, Lee, Wagenmakers, & Kim, 2008; Lee, 2011).
Hierarchical Bayesian methods provide the adequate
framework for implementing modularity in perception.
Firstly, these methods allow model development to
take place at multiple levels of abstraction. Secondly,
they offer the possibility of understanding emergent
behaviour as resulting from a mixture of qualitatively
and quantitatively different sources. And, thirdly, this
framework is able to unify disparate models. There does
not seem to be a theoretical consensus on the definition
of what makes a model ‘hierarchical’ – see Lee (2011)
for a detailed discussion on this matter. Therefore, it is
important to make clear what is meant when referring
to hierarchical Bayes methods: in the case of the models
presented in this paper, we claim they are hierarchical
in the broader sense, given that we accept that any
model with more than one level of dependency between
variables as such, but with the very important restric-
tion that these frameworks should also be modular, that
is that any of their composing models may be reworked
while keeping the remaining structure untouched.

Formally, hierarchical Bayes models can be con-
structed through the use of probabilistic versions of
subroutine calls (i.e. a probability distribution used in
one model is given by the answer to a question to
another model), conditional switches and weighting
(probabilistic mixture models), and also through the
use of Bayesian model abstraction, as described by
Colas et al. (2010).

The use of more than one sensor promotes a robust-
ness increase on the observation and characterization
of a physical phenomenon. In fact, using different types
of sensors allows for the dilution of each sensor’s indi-
vidual weaknesses through the use of the strengths of
the remainder. Fortunately, the probabilistic approach
provides the appropriate set of tools to perform sensor
fusion while taking into account the effects of multi-
modality in the lowering of the overall uncertainty
underpinning perception.
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Overall goals and related work

We will present a complex artificial active perception
system that follows human-like bottom-up driven beha-
viours using vision, audition and vestibular sensing.

We mainly expect to contribute with a solution which:

� deals with perceptual uncertainty and ambiguity,
offering some adaptive ingredients that form a rea-
sonable bioinspired basis for a full-fledged robotic
perception system;

� deals with multimodality by tackling sensor fusion
geometry in a natural way, consistent with most of
the inherent properties of sensation;

� allows for fast processing of perceptual inputs to
build a spatial representation for active perception
in a behaviourally relevant fashion, as required in
applications in which complex human–robot inter-
action is required.

The focus of this article will be concentrated on this
last aspect, for which the Bayesian Programming form-
alism (Bessière, Laugier, & Siegwart, 2008) was applied
to develop a hierarchical modular probabilistic frame-
work that allows the combination of active perception
behaviours, namely:

� active exploration based on entropy developed in
previously published work, using a Bayesian filter
operating upon a log-spherical occupancy grid,
which, while not strictly neuromimetic, finds its
roots in the role of the dorsal perceptual pathway
and superior colliculus of the human brain – refer

to Ferreira, Pinho, & Dias (2008a) and Ferreira,
Prado, Lobo, & Dias (2009) for more details;

� automatic orientation based on sensory saliency
(Niebur et al., 1995), also operating upon the same
log-spherical grid.

A real-time implementation of all the processes of
the framework has been developed, capitalizing on the
potential for parallel computing of most of its algo-
rithms, as an extension of what was presented in
Ferreira, Lobo, & Dias (2011).

An overview of the framework and its models will be
summarized in this text, and results will be presented.
In the process, we will demonstrate the following prop-
erties which are intrinsic to the framework: emergence,
scalability and adaptivity. This will be the realization of
a general paradigm for multimodal perception research,
both for neuroscience and for robotics, where the
Bayesian framework, not only constitutes the formal-
ism for model construction, but also defines the basis
by which robot and human perception is compared, as
shown on Figure 1.

Recent work in active vision by Tsotsos & Shubina
(2007) and Bohg et al. (2009), the former for target
search and the latter for object grasping, contrary to our
solution, use an explicit representation for objects to
implement active perception. On the other hand, several
solutions for target applications similar to ours avoid
explicit object representation by resorting to a bottom-
up saliency approach such as defined by Itti et al. (1998)
– examples of these would be Shibata, Vijayakumar,
Conradt, & Schaal (2001), Breazeal, Edsinger,

Figure 1. Experimental procedure schematic. The tentative model is interchangeable with a human observer and performances can
thus be compared. Preliminary knowledge on the environment, context and current task is encoded in the prior and the decision
parameters of the model, both of which are stored in working memory, as shown. Experimental techniques may include, but are not
limited to, psychophysics, electrophysiology, fMRI, body tracking, etc.
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Fitzpatrick, & Scassellati (2001) and Dankers, Barnes, &
Zelinsky (2007). Finally, Dankers, Barnes, & Zelinsky
(2005) use an approach similar to ours, with an ego-
centric three-dimensional (3D) occupancy grid for inte-
grating range information using active stereo and a
Bayesian approach, also detecting 3D mass flow.
However, this solution suffers from the downside of
using an Euclidean tesselation of space, which compli-
cates sensor models for map updating and fixation com-
putation due to the compulsory use of ray-tracing
methods. These works, as most solutions in active per-
ception, use a behavioural approach; an alternative is a
probabilistic approach that attempts to reduce uncer-
tainty on a part of the world state, modelled as belief
(Croon, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper, & Postma, 2009). Our
work intends to combine both variants into a coherent,
albeit more powerful, approach.

Active multisensory perception using spatial maps
has, contrastingly, been the object of study for only a
short time. Few other explicit models exist, although
many artificial perception systems include some kind of
simple attention module that drives gaze towards salient
auditory features. As an example of a fully-fledged multi-
sensory attention model, Koene, Morén, Trifa, & Cheng
(2007) present a general architecture for the perceptual
system of a humanoid robot featuring multisensory
(audiovisual) integration, bottom-up salience detection,
top-down attentional feature gating and reflexive gaze
shifting, which is of particular relevance to our work.
The complete system focuses on the multisensory inte-
gration and desired gaze shift computation performed in
the ‘Superior Colliculus (SC)’ module (Koene et al.,
2007). This allows the robot to orient its head and eyes
so that it can focus its attention on audio and/or visual
stimuli. The system includes mechanisms for bottom-up
stimulus salience based gaze/attention shifts (where sal-
ience is a function of feature contrast) as well as top-
down guided search for stimuli that match certain object
properties. In order to facilitate interaction with dynamic
environments the complete perceptual-motor system
functions in real-time (Koene et al., 2007).

Our approach implements active visuoauditory per-
ception, adding to it vestibular sensing/proprioception
so as to allow for sensor fusion given a rotational ego-
motion. However our solution differs from purely
saliency-based approaches in that it also implements an
active exploration behaviour based on the entropy of
the occupancy grid, so as to promote gaze shifts to
regions of high uncertainty.

A Bayesian hierarchy as a model of active
visuoauditory perception

Formalisms and notation for model construction

The models presented in this article will be described
using the Bayesian Program formalism, as first defined

by Lebeltel (1999) and later consolidated by Bessière et
al. (2008). This formalism was created to supersede,
restate and compare numerous classical probabilistic
models such as Bayesian Networks, Dynamic Bayesian
Networks, Bayesian Filters, Hidden Markov Models,
Kalman Filters, Particle Filters, Mixture Models or
Maximum Entropy Models.

Some important related notation issues will be pre-
sented next for easier reading of the text that follows.

� Random variables are represented in uppercase,
such as C, and their instantiations are represented
in lowercase, as in c. These instantiations are fully
stated by proceeding as in the example that follows:
½C = c�.

� p represents preliminary knowledge over the con-
text consubstantiated by hidden and latent variables
(i.e. intentionally or unintentionally unaccounted
for factors). Preliminary knowledge notation
pi, i 2 ½1, m� is generally used to distinguish between
the context of m different models.

� To simplify reading and introduce homogeneity
into the notation, single probability values, prob-
ability distributions and families of probability dis-
tributions will all generically be formally denoted
as conditional probabilities, P(� j � p). They are
distinguished from one another by the context of
their arguments. For simplicity, this notation can
be reduced to P(� j �) by making the influence of
hidden and latent variables implicit.

� In exceptional cases, there are only dependences on
hidden or latent variables, in which case the nota-
tion reduces to P(� jp), or more simply to P(�).

� Using this notation, P(AjB) is a family of distribu-
tions, one for each possible value of B; P(Ajb) is
one such distribution; P(ajb) is a single probability
value.

� Single probabilities can exceptionally and abusively
also be denoted as Pidx, where idx may be any
descriptive text, for easier reading.

Models

A spatial representation framework for multimodal
perception of 3D structure and motion, the Bayesian
Volumetric Map (BVM), was presented in Ferreira, et
al. (2008). This framework is characterized by an ego-
centric, log-spherical spatial configuration to which the
Bayesian Occupancy Filter (BOF), as formalized by
Tay, Mekhnacha, Chen, Yguel, & Laugier (2008), has
been adapted. It effectively provides a computational
means of storing and updating a perceptual spatial map
in a short-term working memory data-structure, repre-
senting both 3D structure and motion, without the need
for any object segmentation process (see Figure 2), find-
ing its roots in the role of the superior colliculus and the
dorsal perceptual pathway of the human brain.
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In the BVM framework, cells of a partitioning grid
on the BVM log-spherical space Y associated with the
egocentric coordinate system fEg are indexed through
C 2 Y, representing the subset of positions in Y corre-
sponding to the ‘far corners’ ( logb rmax, umax, fmax) of
each cell C, OC is a binary variable representing the
state of occupancy of cell C (as in the commonly used
occupancy grids – see Elfes (1989)), and VC is a finite
vector of random variables that represent the state of
all local motion possibilities used by the prediction step
of the Bayesian filter associated to the BVM for cell C,
assuming a constant velocity hypothesis, as depicted on
Figure 2. Sensor measurements (i.e. the result of visual
and auditory processing) are denoted by Z – observa-
tions P(ZjOC VC C) are given by the Bayesian sensor
models of Figure 2, which yield results already inte-
grated within the log-spherical configuration.

The complete set of variables that set up the frame-
work and its extensions, which will be described in the
final part of this section, is summarized in the following
list (references to temporal properties have been
removed for easier reading):

� C: cell index on the BVM occupancy grid given by
the 3D coordinates of its ‘far corner’;

� Z: generic designation for either visual or auditory
sensor measurements;

� OC: binary value signalling the fact that a cell C is
either empty or occupied by an object;

� VC: discrete variable indicating instantaneous local
motion vector for objects occupying cell C;

� G: fixation point for next gaze-shift in log-spherical
coordinates;

� UC: entropy gradient-based variable ranging from 0
to 1, signalling the potential interest (i.e. 0 and 1
meaning minimally and maximally interesting,
respectively) of cell C as future focus of attention
given the uncertainty on its current state given by
(OC , VC), thus promoting an active exploration
behaviour;

� Si
C: binary value describing the ith of N sensory sal-

iency of cell C;
� Qi

C = P(½Si
C = 1�jZi C): probability of a perceptually

salient object occupying cell C;
� RC: inhibition level for cell C as a possible future

focus of attention modelling the IoR behaviour,
ranging from no inhibition (0) to full inhibition (1).

By restricting egomotion to rotations around the
egocentric axes, vestibular sensing (see the following
subsection), together with the encoders of the motors of
the robotic head (i.e. proprioception), will yield mea-
surements of angular velocity and position which can
then be easily used to manipulate the BVM, which is, by
definition, in spherical coordinates (Ferreira, Bessière,
et al., 2008). In this case, the most effective solution for
integration is to perform the equivalent index shift. This
process is described by redefining C: C 2 Y indexes
a cell in the BVM by its far corner, defined as C =
( logb rmax, umax + uinertial, fmax + finertial) 2 Y.

For Bayesian stereovision sensing, we have decided
to use a data structure loosely based on the neuronal
population activity patterns found in the perceptual
brain to represent uncertainty in the form of probabil-
ity distributions (Pouget, Dayan, & Zemel, 2000).
Thus, a spatially organized two-dimensional (2D) grid
may have each cell associated to a ‘population code’
extending to additional dimensions, yielding a set of
probability values encoding a N-dimensional probabil-
ity distribution function. This information, conveni-
ently expressed in cyclopean coordinates1 (thus using
the egocentric frame of reference fEg), is consequently
used as soft evidence2 by a Bayesian sensor model pre-
viously presented in Ferreira, Bessière, et al. (2008) and
Ferreira, Pinho, & Dias (2008b) – see Figure 2(b), on
the left.

The Bayesian binaural system, which was fully
described in Pinho, Ferreira, Bessière, & Dias (2008)
and Ferreira, Pinho, & Dias (2009), is composed of
three distinct and consecutive processors (Figure 2(b),

Figure 2. Multimodal perception framework details. (a) The Bayesian Volumetric Map (BVM) referred to the egocentric coordinate
frame of the robotic active perception system; (b) BVM sensor models; (c) BVM Bayesian Occupancy Filter.
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on the right): the monaural cochlear unit, which pro-
cesses the pair of monaural signals fx1, x2g coming
from the binaural audio transducer system by simulat-
ing the human cochlea, so as to achieve a tonotopic
representation (i.e. a frequency band decomposition) of
the left and right audio streams; the binaural unit,
which correlates these signals and consequently esti-
mates the binaural cues and segments each sound
source; and, finally, the Bayesian 3D sound source
localization unit, which applies a Bayesian sensor
model so as to perform localization of sound sources in
3D space, again using the egocentric frame of reference
fEg. This sensor model uses an intermediate variable,
SC, which signals the presence or absence of a sound
source within cell C, and relates it to OC through
P(SCjOC). Therefore, the same model can be also used
to infer P(½SC = 1�jZ C), the probability of a sound-pro-
ducing object occupying cell C.

The BVM is extendible in such a way that other
properties, characterized by additional random vari-
ables and corresponding probabilities might be repre-
sented. To this end, other than the already implemented
occupancy and local motion properties OC and VC,
additional properties were implemented by augmenting
the hierarchy of operators through Bayesian subpro-
gramming (Bessière et al., 2008; Lebeltel, 1999).

One such property that we propose to model uses the
knowledge from the BVM to determine gaze shift fixa-
tion sites. More precisely, it elicits gaze shifts towards
locations of high entropy/uncertainty based on the
rationale conveyed by an additional variable that quan-
tifies the uncertainty-based interest of a cell on the
BVM, thus promoting entropy-based active exploration.

Therefore, we introduce a new random variable UC,
which takes the algorithm presented in Ferreira et al.
(2008a) and expresses it in a compact mathematical
form

UC =
(1� P(½OC = 1�jC)) k ~rH(C)k

maxk ~rH(C)k C 2 F
0 C 62 F

(
ð1Þ

where F � Y represents the set of frontier cells (cells
belonging to a particular line-of-sight (uC , fC) in the
BVM, just preceding the first occupied cell in that direc-
tion), and

H(C) [H(VC , OC)
= �

P
OC , VC

P(OC VCjC) log P(OC VCjC)

and

k ~rH(C) k =
k½H(C)�H(Cr�), H(C)�H(Cu�), H(C)�H(Cf�)�Tk

represent the generic expressions of the joint entropy
and joint entropy gradient of a cell C, respectively, as

defined in Ferreira et al. (2008a). This implies that
UC 2 ½0, 1�, being close to 1 when uncertainty is high
and C is a frontier cell, and UC ! 0 when uncertainty
is low or C is not a frontier cell. In the current imple-
mentation, we use the maximum value for this variable
for the decision on the gaze shift, as described in
Ferreira et al. (2008a).

To achieve our goal of designing Bayesian models
for visuoauditory-driven saccade generation following
human active perception behaviours, a hierarchical
framework, inspired on what was proposed by Colas,
Flacher, Tanner, Bessière, & Girard (2009), has been
developed and is presented in the following text.

We will specify three decision models: pA, that
implements entropy-based active exploration based on
the BVM and the heuristics represented by equation
(1), pB, that uses entropy and saliency together for
active perception, and finally pC which adds a simple
IoR mechanism based on the fixation point of the pre-
vious time-step. In other words, each model incorpo-
rates its predecessor through Bayesian fusion, therefore
constituting a model hierarchy – see Figure 3.

The hierarchy is extensible in such a way that other
properties characterized by additional random variables
and corresponding probabilities might be represented,
other than the already implemented occupancy and
local motion properties of the BVM, by augmenting the
hierarchy of operators through Bayesian subprogram-
ming (Bessière et al., 2008; Lebeltel, 1999). This ensures
that the framework is scalable. On the other hand, the
combination of these strategies to produce a coherent
behaviour ensures that the framework is emergent.

Furthermore, each model will infer a probability dis-
tribution on the next point of fixation for the next
desired gaze shift represented by a random variable
Gt 2 Y at each time t 2 ½1, tmax� : P(GtjV 1!t O1!t pk),
where V 1!t = ^t2½1, tmax� ^C V t

C and O1!t = ^t2½1, tmax � ^C Ot
C

represent the conjunction of BVM local motion and
occupancy estimate states for all cells C 2Y, from sys-
tem startup up until the current time-instant t.

The first model we propose uses the knowledge from
the BVM layer to determine gaze shift fixation points.
More precisely, it tends to look towards locations of
high entropy/uncertainty. Its likelihood is based on the
rationale conveyed by the additional variable UC,
defined earlier.

The Bayesian Program for this model is presented
on Figure 4. The dependency of the uncertainty mea-
sure variable Ut

C – equation (1) – on the BVM states
(V 1!t, O1!t) are implicitly stated by definition; thus,
with this model, the distribution on the point of fixa-
tion of the next desired gaze shift can be computed
using the following expression

P(GtjV 1!t O1!t pA) = P(GtjU t pA)
}
Q
C

P(Ut
CjGt pA) ð2Þ

6 Adaptive Behavior 0(0)



Figure 3. Conceptual diagram for active perception model hierarchy.

Figure 4. Bayesian Program for entropy-based active exploration model pA.
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The second model is based on sensor models that
relate sensor measurements Zi, t

j with i = 1::N indepen-
dent sensory properties of saliency (j = 1::Mi total inde-
pendent measurements for each saliency property),
represented by the set of binary random variables Si, t

C

(equalling 0 when the cell is non-salient and 1 when
salient) corresponding to each cell C. In other words,
these sensor models are generically notated as
P(ZtjSi, t

C V t
C Ot

C pC), indiscriminately of what the specific
sensory saliency property Si, t = ^C Si, t

C might represent.
The Bayesian Program for model pB is presented on

Figure 5. With this model, the distribution on the point
of fixation of the next desired gaze shift can be com-
puted using the following expression

P(GtjV 1!t O1!t St pB)}

P(GtjV 1!t O1!tpA)
Q
C

QN
i = 1

P(Qi, t
C jGt pB)

� �
ð3Þ

In short, this model is the product between the prior
on gaze shifts due to entropy-based active exploration
and each distribution on the sensory-salient cells. This
expression shows that the model is attracted towards
both salient cells (without necessarily looking at one in
particular, as the balance between the distributions on
salient cells can lead to a peak in some weighted sum of
their locations) and locations of high uncertainty when
sensory saliency is not preponderant enough (i.e. this
process is called weighting, as opposed to switching, in
which these behaviours would be mutually exclusive –
see Colas et al. (2010) and Ferreira & Castelo-Branco
(2007)).

The Bayesian Program for the third and final model
pC, which defines the full active perception hierarchy
by adding an implementation the IoR mechanism, is
presented on Figure 6. With this model, the distribution
on the point of fixation of the next desired gaze shift
can be computed using the following expression

Figure 5. Bayesian Program for automatic orienting based on sensory saliency model pB.
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P(GtjV 1!t O1!t St Gt�1 pC)}
P(GtjV 1!t O1!t St pB)

Q
C

P(Rt
CjGt pC)

� � ð4Þ

In conclusion, the full hierarchy, represented graphi-
cally in Figure 7, is defined as the product between the
prior on gaze shifts due to entropy-based active explo-
ration and each distribution on the sensory-salient cells,
while avoiding the fixation site computed on the previ-
ous time step through the IoR process, implemented by
the last factor in the product. The parameters used for
each distribution in this product, which define the rela-
tive importance of each level of the hierarchy and of
each sensory saliency property, may be introduced
directly by the programmer (like a genetic imprint) or
manipulated ‘on the fly’, which in turn allows for goal-
dependent behaviour implementation (i.e. top-down

influences), therefore ensuring that the framework is
adaptive.

Implementation of an artificial Bayesian
active perception system

BVM–IMPEP framework implementation

The BVM–IMPEP framework, of which an implemen-
tation diagram is presented in Figure 8, was realized as
follows:

� Vision sensor system. With the OpenCV toolbox
and the implementation by Gallup (2009) of a basic
binocular stereo algorithm on GPU using CUDA.
The algorithm reportedly runs at 40 Hz on 6403480

images while detecting 50 different levels of

Figure 6. Bayesian Program for full active perception model pC .
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disparity, computing left and right disparity maps
and performing left–right consistency validation
(which in our adaptation is used to produce the
stereovision confidence maps).

� Binaural sensor system. Using an adaptation of the
real-time software kindly made available by the
Speech and Hearing Group at the University of
Sheffield (Lu, Christensen, & Cooke, 2007) to

Figure 7. Graphical representation of the hierarchical framework for active perception. Bottom half: Update and Representation
Models for the BVM–BOF framework, extended by the entropy gradient-based operator. Upper half: Bayesian network summarizing the
models presented in this text, using the plates notation (an intuitive method of representing variables that repeat in a graphical model, so
that the respective distributions appear in the joint distribution as an indexed product of the sequence of variables – for more information
refer to Buntine (1994)). As can be seen, emergent behaviour results from a probabilistic fusion model implemented through a sequence
of Bayesian Programming subroutines and an implicit loop that ensures the dynamic behaviour of the framework (Colas et al., 2010).

Figure 8. Implementation diagram for the BVM-IMPEP multimodal perception framework.
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implement binaural cue analysis as described in
Pinho et al. (2008) and Ferreira et al. (2008b).

� Bayesian Volumetric Map, Bayesian sensor models
and active exploration. Using our proprietary, par-
allel processing, GPU implementation developed
with NVIDIA’s general purpose parallel computing
architecture CUDA (NVIDIA, 2007).

Visual saliency properties

Saliency properties from a generic visual cue, or, in
other words, the conspicuity maps given by the BVM
extended operators Qi, t

C = P(½Si, t
C = 1�jZi, t

j C) 2 ½0, 1�, were
implemented in two steps.

1. A single-channel image with values varying between
0 and 1 is taken directly from visual cues taken from
the right camera of the stereovision setup (thus simu-
lating a dominant eye), either by directly normaliz-
ing traditional dense conspicuity maps as defined by
Itti et al. (1998), or by generating a conspicuity map
by forming Gaussian distributions with specific stan-
dard deviations centred on individual points of inter-
est on the right camera image, for example in the
case of sparse feature extractors such as face detec-
tion algorithms.

2. The saliency values from each pixel in the conspi-
cuity map for which a disparity was estimated by
the stereovision module are then projected on the
log-spherical configuration through projection lines
spanning the corresponding (u, f) angles – if two or
more different saliency values are projected through-
out the same direction, only the highest saliency
value is used. These values are thus considered as
soft evidence regarding Si, t

C , therefore yielding Qi, t
C .

The specific properties used in this work (although
any visual saliency property would have been usable by
applying the two steps described above) were optical flow
magnitude taken from the result of using the CUDA
implementation of the ‘Bayesian Multi-scale Differential
Optical Flow’ algorithm of Simoncelli (1999) by Hauagge
(2009), and face detection using the Haar-like features
implementation of the OpenCV library. Using these
implementations, the 15 Hz performance of the stereovi-
sion unit where they are integrated, as reported in
Ferreira et al. (2011) and Ferreira et al. (2009), is reduced
to about 6 Hz, mainly as a consequence of the slow per-
formance of the face detection algorithm.

Auditory saliency properties

The auditory saliency property used in this work was
directly implemented from the P(½SC = 1�jZ C) question
solved by the Bayesian model of binaural perception.

Inhibition of Return

The IoR mechanism used in this work is implemented
by assigning values on a log-spherical data structure
corresponding to Rt

C ranging from 1 to values close to 0
depending on the distance in Y between Gt�1 and each
C, denoted dIoR, through the following expression

Rt
C[f (Gt�1) =

1

2

� �dIoR

ð5Þ

Hierarchical model

The parameters of the Beta distributions defined on the
Bayesian Programs of Figures 4, 5 and 6 will, in general,
function as relative importance weights for each beha-
viour in the fusion process. However, in two extreme
cases, theses parameters will serve as a switch:
a = 1, b = 1 will result in degenerating the corresponding
beta distribution into a uniform distribution, hence
switching off the respective behaviour, while a..b or
b..a will degenerate the Beta distribution into a Dirac
delta function, hence serving as a mutually exclusive
switch, ‘numerically deactivating’ all other behaviours.

A set of parameters was chosen for initial values in
order to attain the beta distributions presented in Figure
9. These preprogrammed parameters define the genetic
imprint of preliminary knowledge that establishes the
baseline hierarchy of the set of active perception beha-
viours; these parameters are changeable ‘on the fly’
through sliders on the graphical user interface of the
implementation software, thus simulating top-down
influences on behaviour prioritization (i.e. the adaptivity
property). The influence of the relative weights imposed
by this choice of parameters will be discussed in the
Results section.
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Figure 9. Beta distributions of the active perception hierarchy
using the baseline choice for parameters. Corresponding
parameters are αU = 1 and βU = 0:92 for active exploration,
αQ = 1 and βQ = 0:01 for auditory saliency, αQ = 1 and βQ = 0:6
for face detection saliency, αQ = 1 and βQ = 0:85 for optical flow
magnitude saliency, and αR = 0:8 and βR = 1 for IoR.
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The fixation point for the next time instant Gt is
obtained by substituting equations (2) and (3) con-
secutively into (4), and computing Gt = argmaxC
P(½Gt = C�jV 1!t O1!t St Gt�1 pC), knowing that

P(½Gt = C�jV 1!t O1!t St Gt�1 pC)}

P(Ut
Cj½Gt = C�pA)

QN
i=1

P(Qi,t
C j½Gt =C�pB)

� �
P(Rt

Cj½Gt =C�pC)

ð6Þ

by factoring out the effect of the uniform distributions
corresponding to considering ½Gt 6¼ C�.

Finally, the full active perception system runs at
about 5 Hz, for N = 10, Du = 18, Df = 28, mainly due to
the degraded performance of the stereovision unit
reported above. In any case, these ratings are still just
within the parameters of satisfactory real-time perfor-
mance, as defined in Ferreira et al. (2011).

Results and discussion

Five experimental sessions were conducted to test the
performance of the hierarchical framework presented
in this text, in particular to demonstrate its properties
of emergence, scalability and adaptivity, as summarized
in Table 1. Several repetitions of each of these sessions
were conducted under roughly the same conditions, so
as to confirm reproducibility of the same behaviours.
Consequently, in the following lines, the results of each
of these sessions will be discussed, and a summary of
these findings will be presented in Table 2.

During all the experiments, three views were also
filmed from external cameras – see Figure 10 for an
overview of the experimental setup using one of these
views – and a body-tracking suit was also used by the

speaker to the left from the IMPEP head’s perspective,
the only speaker allowed to walk from one position to
another within the BVM horopter (i.e. the portion of
spherical volume being perceived and consequently rep-
resented by the map), for positioning ground-truth.

Experimental Session 1 – active perception hierarchy
implementing all behaviours, using baseline priorities

In this session, a two-speaker scenario was enacted fol-
lowing a script (Figure 11) roughly describing the activ-
ity reported in the annotated timeline of the experiment
presented in Figure 12 (a video of Session 1 is available
as supplementary online material).

The genetically imprinted parameters for the distri-
butions that was used was presented on Figure 9. This
particular choice of parameters was made to emphasize
socially-oriented, high-level behaviours as opposed to
low-level behaviours and the IoR effect, which has a
noticeable effect only when the former are absent.
Countering the IoR effect in the presence of socially-
oriented behaviours allows for an apparently more nat-
ural emergent behaviour of the system.

The empirical process of finding working parameters
within the restrictions described above involved mini-
mal trial-and-error. The greatest restriction was found
to be the proportion between weights of auditory sal-
iency and of visual saliency (more specifically, in this
case, face detection, the second highest priority).
Nevertheless, the range of acceptable proportions was
still found to be large enough to be easy to pinpoint.

As can be seen in Figure 12, the system successfully
fixated both speakers, and even exhibited an emergent
behaviour very similar to smooth pursuit while follow-
ing the speaker to the left in the perspective of the

Table 2. Summary table of experimental session results.

Session Result

1 System performance was annotated by human evaluators, and logs of saliency maps were analysed in comparison,
showing that an appropriate choice of weights results in a reasonably human-like emergent behaviour, essential
for HRI.

2 System performance was evaluated, as with session 1, proving that modifying the weights for each behaviour
change emergence drastically, thus demonstrating the framework’s adaptivity.

3, 4 and 5 Removing a specific basic behaviour is shown to change emergent behaviour while maintaining consistency, thus
demonstrating the scalability of the system.

Table 1. Summary table of experimental session planification.

Session Description Objective

1 Implement all behaviours, using baseline priorities Baseline demonstration, proof-of concept of emergence
2 Implement all behaviours, using swapped priorities Proof-of-concept of adaptivity
3 Implement active exploration only 1st proof-of concept of scalability
4 Implement optical flow magnitude saliency only 2nd proof-of-concept of scalability
5 Implement optical flow IoR only 3rd proof-of-concept of scalability
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IMPEP head. Therefore, a purely saccade-generating
model yields, through emergence, a behaviour that
closely resembles smooth pursuit. After analysing logs
for P(½Gt = C�jV 1!t O1!t St Gt�1 pC), it was found that
probabilities for saliency moved across the occupancy
grid smoothly, given system parameters and temporal
performance. This shows that the baseline priority
rationale for the choice of parameters for the distribu-
tions was reasonably planned, but, more importantly,
clearly demonstrates emergence due to fusion as more
than just a pure ‘sum of parts’.

Offline high-definition renderings of BVM and saliency
logs are presented on Figures 13 and 14, respectively.

Experimental Session 2 – active perception hierarchy
implementing all behaviours, with swapped priorities

In this session, the first part of the script of
Experimental Session 1 was reenacted, but this time

swapping the parameters of the distributions for audi-

tory saliency and face detection saliency, presented on

Figure 9. This resulted in the system being unable to

change gaze direction to the second speaker after fixat-

ing the first speaker, due to the deadlock caused by the

face detection saliency keeping attention on the first

speaker’s face, further showcasing the importance of

choosing the appropriate weights for each behaviour.

Figure 10. Overview of the setup used in the experimental sessions testing the Bayesian hierarchical framework for multimodal
active perception. The ‘IMPEP 2 and interlocutors’ scenario, in which one of the interlocutors is wearing body-tracking suit, is
implemented using an acting script (presented on Figure 11). During the experimental sessions, the signals which were recorded for
analysis included data from: IMPEP 2 time-stamped video and audio logging; camera network capturing several external points of
view; body-tracking poses. All signals were synchronized through common-server timestamping.

Figure 11. Acting script for active perception experiments.
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Experimental Session 3 – active perception hierarchy
implementing active exploration only

In this session, the full script of Experimental Session 1
was reenacted, but this time all behaviours except
entropy gradient-based active exploration were turned

off by making all other distributions uniform. As
expected, the behaviour described in Ferreira et al.
(2009) emerged, namely the typical ‘chicken-like’ sacca-
dic movements of the IMPEP head exploring the sur-
rounding environment, and a particular sensitivity to
the entropy caused by binaural sensing and motion.

Figure 12. Annotated timeline for Experimental Session 1 – active perception hierarchy implementing all behaviours using baseline
priorities. Annotation was performed by three different observers, who were naive to the underlying basic behaviours and weighting
process; the timeline shows the rough average of these annotations, which were very similar (subtle semantic differences between
annotation label texts were filtered out, resulting in a maximum temporal difference of annotations of approximately 1s between
annotators). The two lower annotation lanes, labelling the actions performed by the right and left speaker in the perspective of the
IMPEP head, were performed by inspection of images taken by the IMPEP stereovision system, by the external cameras, by the
tracking suit, and by the audio file recorded by the IMPEP binaural system. The top annotation lane, labelling the emergent
behaviours of the active perception system and an interpretation of what were the most prominent underlying low-level behaviours
(AE: active exploration; AS: auditory saliency; OF: optical flow magnitude saliency; FD: face detection saliency), was annotated by
additionally inspecting saved logs of P(½Gt =C�jV1→ t O1→ t St Gt�1pC).
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Experimental Session 4 – active perception hierarchy
implementing optical flow magnitude saliency only

In this session, a single human subject (using the body-
tracking suit) is tracked while walking from one posi-
tion to another within the system’s horopter using only
optical flow magnitude saliency by making all other
distributions uniform, as before. As long as the subject
walked within reasonable velocity limits, the system
was able to track them successfully.

A saliency map from this session, representing an
example of an optical flow magnitude conspicuity map,
is presented on Figure 15.

Experimental Session 5 – active perception hierarchy
implementing Inhibition of Return only

In this session, the IoR behaviour was tested by making
all other distributions uniform, as before. In this case, a

fortuitous saccadic behaviour emerged, with the system
redirecting gaze to random directions at a constant rate.

A summary of the experimental session results can
be found in Table 2.

Overall conclusions and future work

In conclusion, the Bayesian hierarchical framework pre-
sented in this article was shown to adequately follow
human-like active perception behaviours, namely by
exhibiting the following desirable properties.

Emergence. High-level behaviour results from low-level
interaction of simpler building blocks.

Scalability. Seamless integration of additional inputs is
allowed by the Bayesian Programming formalism used
to state the models of the framework.

Sdaptivity. The initial ‘genetic imprint’ of distribution
parameters may be changed ‘on the fly’ through

Figure 13. Offline rendering of a BVM representation of the two speakers scenario of Experimental Session 1. After the experiment,
an instantiation of the BVM occupancy grid is rendered using a Blender-based viewer, of which two different views are presented.
Notice the well-defined speaker upper torso silhouette reconstructions, which are clearly identifiable even despite the distortion
elicited to visual inspection caused by the log-spherical nature of each cell. The oriented 3D sketch of the IMPEP perception system
denotes the current gaze orientation. All results depict frontal views, with Z pointing outward. The parameters for the BVM are as
follows: N= 10, [ρMin = 1000]mm and [ρMax = 2500]mm, θ∈ ½�180o,180o�, with �θ= 1o, and φ∈ ½�90o,90o�, with �φ= 1o,
corresponding to 10× 360× 180= 648,000 cells, approximately delimiting the so-called ‘personal space’ (the zone immediately
surrounding the observer’s head, generally within arm’s reach and slightly beyond, within 2 m range (Cutting & Vishton, 1995)).

Figure 14. Offline rendering of example saliency maps of the two speakers scenario of Experimental Session 1. The rendering
represents values for P(½Gt = C�jV1→ t O1→ t St Gt�1pC) that were logged during the session for a specific time instant. Only a slice
corresponding to all cells at 10o in azimuth and 20o in elevation around the next fixation point Gt with P(OCjC)> :45 are shown,
depicted using a smoothly gradated light-to-dark colour-code (dark corresponds to lower values, light corresponds to higher
values). All other parameters and labelling are the same or analogous to Fig 13. On the left, a purely auditory-elicited map is shown,
while on the right, a map resulting from the fusion of at least auditory and face detection conspicuity maps is shown.
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parameter manipulation, thus allowing for the imple-
mentation of goal-dependent behaviours (i.e. top-
down influences).

Future improvements to this framework naturally
involve taking advantage of its scalability to include
new relevant behaviours and, most importantly, to
capitalize on its adaptivity in order to implement a
goal-oriented system in which active perception emer-
gent behaviour changes depending on the task being
performed by the robot (Figure 16).

Further future work involves exploiting an important
facet of Bayesian frameworks, namely parameter learn-
ing – the system will be trained by human subjects using
a head-mounted device. The subjects’ tracked head–eye
gaze shifts control the virtual stereoscopic-binaural
point of view, and hence the progression of each stimu-
lus movie – see Figure 17 – while logs of audiovisual sti-
muli and corresponding fixation points will be logged.
This way, controlled free-viewing conditions will be
enforced by proposing both generic and specific tasks to
the subjects, thus enabling a systematic estimation of the
distribution parameters in order to construct a lookup
table of weights to promote the appropriate human-like
emergent behaviour depending on the robot’s goal. On
the other hand, this learning process will allow testing
both of our primary hypotheses for active visuoauditory
perception, namely active exploration and automatic
orienting using sensory saliency, as valid strategies in
human behaviour regarding saccade generation.

More details and results concerning the work pre-
sented herewith can be found at http://paloma.isr.uc.pt/
jfilipe/BayesianMultimodalPerception.

Notes

1. Positions in space could be described in either of the two
camera coordinate systems, but it is convenient to
describe positions relative to an imaginary third camera
half-way between the two real cameras. This is commonly
called the cyclopean coordinate system (the cyclops only
had one eye in the middle of its head). The percept of a
single image elicited by the human brain, when stereo-
scopic fusion is correctly performed, is, in fact, a conse-
quence of the application of this geometry.

Figure 16. Proposal for goal-oriented active perception
framework, including both bottom-up and top-down influences.
Corbetta & Shulman (2002) posited the hypothesis that a part of
the human brain’s ventral system acts as a circuit breaker of
ongoing cognitive activity when a behaviourally relevant stimulus
is detected. According to these authors, when subjects detect
an unexpected event, they must break the current attentional
set and adopt a new one on the basis of the incoming stimulus.
The framework presented in this diagram implements this
hypothesis, assuming the set of parameters (α,β) as the ‘current
attentional set’, as defined by Corbetta & Shulman (2002), with
the entropy gradient-based factor UC for the current time
instant being checked for abrupt changes in order for the
novelty detector to recognize unexpected events.

Figure 17. Virtual point-of-view generator setup that allows the updating of audiovisual stimuli presentation according to the
monitored subjects’ gaze direction.

Figure 15. Offline rendering of an example optical flow
magnitude saliency map of Experimental Session 4. All
parameters and labelling are the same or analogous to Fig 13.
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2. Soft evidence is a concept of Bayesian theory, used, for
example, in Jeffrey’s rule – an auxiliary random variable
represents the probability of evidence of another variable,
thus providing an indirect means of accessing that evi-
dence. For more information, please refer to Pearl (1988).
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